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Communications Company Offers New Service Over Fiber Optic Infrastructure 

Bascom Communications Delivers Service Announcement and Presentation for Accelerate Full 

Throttle 

 

Bascom, Ohio: Bascom Communications hosted an event to announce Accelerate Full Throttle, 

the service provider’s newest offering available to members May 1st. Full Throttle offers 

Gigabit-capable access over Bascom’s state-of-the-art, fiber-to-the-premise infrastructure, 

featuring faster download speeds and aggregate bandwidth. The service announcement and 

presentation on the social and economic impact of how fiber optic and Gigabit service from 

Bascom is propelling Seneca County forward took place on Thursday, April 20, 2017 in the 

historic Redwood Ballroom of Meadowbrook Park in Bascom, Ohio. 

 

Bascom Communications has provided services to Bascom and surrounding communities since 

1906. Bascom is a cooperative company and anyone with wired services becomes a member.  

Once a member, if Bascom has a strong year and posts a profit, the membership receives an 

allocation back to them in the form of capital credit refunds.  Bascom serves around 59 square 

miles of service territory and covers 99.92% of its subscribers with fiber to the premise.   

 

Bascom is one of only a couple providers in the entire state of Ohio, and the only in Seneca 

County, to offer a service of this magnitude. Many companies use Gigabit service as a marketing 

ploy but Bascom wants to have people utilize it.  To accomplish this, Full Throttle features a 

metered-usage approach to bring down costs, which allows customers to pay for only what they 

need and never worrying about speed again, as opposed to traditional internet plans that utilize a 

smaller bandwidth model to keep costs and resources manageable. Residential customers will be 

able to choose between numerous, tiered-data plans including an unlimited option, while 

business customers who want and need it, can improve their productivity and efficiency with 

Accelerate Full Throttle Business Unlimited.  Customers will be able to go as fast as their 

devices will let them and can and will in many cases see speeds up to 16-200 times faster than 

those they are used to currently through Bascom or their competition. 
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